Ethical AI: Bridging Gaps in Healthcare and Research for Underserved Communities. The annual CCTS Bioethics Forum brings together researchers, bioethicists, students, community members, front-line research staff, and clinical staff to discuss ethical issues in research. In-person event, Feb. 23, 8:30am-3:30pm. More info, register now.

Designing that next trial? Ready to analyze data? Connect with the experts. Now is a great time to schedule a BERD consultation with an expert biostatistician, epidemiologist, or methodologist. Learn more about the CCTS BERD and begin your consultation intake here.

New self-directed training for “Submitting Your Industry-Sponsored Clinical Trial to OSP” now available. This brief e-learning course introduces you to: resources to help with your submission; how to know what documents are required; the importance of submitting required, completed documents; and reminders and tips from OSP about submitting to our office. View the course (BlazerID required).

Thank you for reading!
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